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The purpose of this thesis is to provide research, supporting paperwork,
production photographs, and other pertinent materials which document the scenic
design for the University of Nebraska-Lincoln/Nebraska Repertory Theatre production of
Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea by Nathan Alan Davis. This thesis contains the following:
research images collected to develop and communicate ideas regarding location, shape,
texture, scale, mood, and historical and architectural reference to the production team;
preliminary sketches and digital renderings, and photographs of the ¼” scale model; a
full set of drafting plates and painter’s elevations used to communicate finished
appearance of each scenic element, a list of props containing details for each prop used
in the production and an accompanying research image reference book; and finally,
paperwork generated during the rehearsal and production process. Archival production
photographs are furthermore included as documentation of the completed design.
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1
Introduction
In February of 2021, Artistic Director of the Nebraska Repertory Theatre
Andrew Park added Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea to the Rep’s 2021-2022
season in partnership with the St. Louis Black Rep, to be produced in
November. The previous year, several public demonstrations throughout the
United States had put a spotlight on race, and the Nebraska Rep in response to
those events became dedicated to the pursuit of diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Part of this endeavor included virtual performances in collaboration with the St.
Louis Black Rep, focused on the idea of “real change.” At the same time, the
Covid-19 pandemic significantly affected the production of theatre around the
world, causing shutdowns and cancellations, including my first design
opportunity at the Nebraska Repertory Theatre and in my graduate career. The
graduate faculty of the Johnny Carson School extended an offer to me for an
additional year of graduate school, which I accepted, along with new
opportunities to replace the ones which were lost. All of these events led to my
assignment as scenic designer for Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea.
The offer came with unique challenges, because the entire design team
was spread across the country for the majority of the process. I was in Lincoln,
Nebraska; our director Ron Himes was in St. Louis, Missouri along with the
projection design team, Margery and Peter Spack, and Jackie Sharp, the sound
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designer; the costume designer Daryl Harris was in Highland Heights, Kentucky;
and Aja M. Jackson was working on lighting design from Boston, Massachusetts.
All of our meetings prior to the week before opening night of the show
consisted of video conference calls and emails. My job as the scenic designer (in
a somewhat brief and simplified explanation) was to read the play closely and
glean a conceptual idea at the heart of the play; determine the strongest ways
to support the play’s story line visually when presented to an audience; create
documents to augment the construction of the physical scenic elements; and
ultimately to ensure that the overall scenery and aesthetic onstage supported
director Ron Himes’ vision. My fellow collaborators proceeded to strive for
versions of the same goal within their own disciplines, which were lighting,
projection, sound, and costumes. Ron’s artistic insight helped steer us in a
common direction.
Nathan Alan Davis’ Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea had its world premiere
in 2014 at the Washington, DC Source Festival. The play then went into a set of
subsequent “rolling world premiere” performances with the National New Play
Network in 2015. Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea does not have decades of
history associated with it and is considered a new work compared with many
shows produced in universities and theaters (such as the Nebraska Rep).
Playwright Davis has a few other works, all of which convey the influence of an
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informed blend of African and Western traditions. His plays focus almost entirely
on the experiences of people of color, and Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea was no
exception. The play involves the experience of an 18-year-old named Dontrell
Jones III in the summer after his high school graduation, who frequently wakes
up from a dream about his ancestor on a slave ship in the Atlantic. He feels that
his destiny is to find and connect with that ancestor, even if that ancestor is at
the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. Dontrell consequently feels drawn to the sea,
despite his lack of swimming ability or nautical knowledge. Dontrell’s passion for
his newfound quest and the realization of his ignorance in navigating water
cause him to jump into a neighborhood swimming pool and nearly drown. He is
rescued by Erika, a strong-willed lifeguard with Viking heritage who quickly
becomes his “fate.” When he brings her home to meet his family, their response
to her is somewhat apprehensive. They also greet his determination to discover
his ancestor in the Atlantic Ocean with alarm. They openly express their fear of
what he might find while searching the dark ocean of the past. In addition to
depicting scenes of realistic conflict, the show also contains surreal excursions
into the deep. There are dances among exotic fish, and a sojourn to Africa
where his ancestors dance with one another in traditional costume. The play
thus draws on themes of roots, ritual, spirituality, family, fate, and the
comingling of past and future.
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The Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production process began in February
2021, in conversations with Ron about the magical form and dreamlike shape of
storytelling. Discussions of Dontrell’s family legacy, and the traditions that
shaped them as people planted seeds for what would become the concept for
the show. The next step in the process (for me, at least) was to re-read the play,
delve into what it was about at its core, and to find the most powerful way of
conveying it to the audience through scenic design.
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CHAPTER ONE: NATURE OF THE WORK
1:0 Concept
On my first read-through of the play, I wrote down my initial thoughts and
feelings, latching onto quotes from the dialogue, and discovering surface
themes and motifs. The language of the show combines poetry, choral
repetition, and hip hop rhythms. Dontrell’s numerous “captain’s logs”
throughout the show contain calls and responses of the ancestor chorus. Poetic
utterances alternate with choral interjections, a dynamic auditory process that
resembles the cadence of a heartbeat. I think Dontrell’s character chronicled his
whole thought process and life because nobody had previously recorded his
ancestors’ history. Dontrell declaims into his mini cassette recorder, “I’ll leave no
deed undone to save you from the haunts of history. My liberty is bondage if I
don’t.”
Dontrell feels the need to make the past known so it will become
historical, and the theme of history is prevalent throughout the script. Dontrell’s
father wants to protect his son from the same fate as his own father, who went
mad following the same dream. Dontrell, however, deep down understands the
need to explore and reconcile oneself with family roots—or the lack of them.
Dontrell finds connections to his heritage through his grandfather and the vision
of his ancestor. The appearance of water and the ocean alternates meanings
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throughout the show, instilling a sense of peace and calm, representing destiny
and a calling to something important. Dontrell’s quest is essentially a struggle to
restore the history of his ancestors on a slave vessel as it crossed the Atlantic.
Dontrell lives in Baltimore, a port city built near the water, and the ancestors
dance at the play’s end for Yemaya, the Orisha goddess of the Ocean. The
dancing by the ancestors (who double as the important people in Dontrell’s life
and reinforce the notion that the past and future are inseparable) holds special
meaning as they dance for joy, as worship, and to express intense emotion. The
ending of the show feels open to the viewer, as Dontrell becomes strengthened
in the presence of his ancestors, and he stands flanked by Erika and the
Ancestor, his future and his past. I found the play’s symbolism both theatrically
arresting and beautiful. Davis’s rich visual language is woven into the fabric of
the story, an idea which served as inspiration for the use of fabric in the final
design.
The first meeting via video call with Ron Himes differed from other first
design meetings in which I have participated as a scenic designer. Because the
rest of the team were dispersed throughout the country and were not situated in
a university schedule as I was, the initial conversation and push to a concept was
solely on my shoulders. Ron and I discussed the magical realism of the play
since the spoken language reveals the various parts of Dontrell’s world.
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The term “magical realism” infers that the “real world” possesses an
undercurrent of magic, delusion, or fantasy. The concept has been explored by
many cultural and literary figures such as Czech-Austrian author Franz Kafka,
Argentine novelist Jorge Luis Borges, Columbian novelist and Nobel Prize
winner Gabriel Garcia-Marques, and German critic and painter Franz Roh. Each
employed the technique of integrating non-realistic perceptions into realistic
narratives, and the use of magical realism in literature and drama continues
today.
There are several variations on magical realism in Dontrell, and playwright
Davis uses realistic settings, otherworldly elements, dead characters onstage,
and noteworthy events that occur only in the mind of the title character. Many of
those events remain unexplained, and Davis uses extraordinary happenstance to
accentuate social criticism. My job as a designer was to create a space to
facilitate the presentation of those experiences.
The movement of his inner mind emerges in unrhymed yet rhythmic
poetry, and the urban dialogue one hears in scenes with his family members is
his daily reality. The Yoruba language and responses of the ancestors created a
completely new aural environment for both performers and audience—even
though neither group understood what the Yoruba words meant without the
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added translation by the projection designers. They nonetheless provide a
magical element from the past.1
During the meeting, Ron brought up two important facts about the
production which influenced my design decisions down the road. The first was
that when the Nebraska Repertory Theatre show closed, instead of a typical
strike of the set (during which the team breaks down scenery and deposits the
pieces in a dumpster, the plan was carefully to load everything into a truck to
ship it to St. Louis. In January of 2022, the set was to be remounted in the
Edison Theatre on the campus of Washington University, and the St. Louis Black
Rep theatre company was to produce the show again for new audiences. The
second thing of note from my meeting with Ron was his wish to include
projections in the design. Before our initial conversation, Ron had already put
together the team working on the show and had hired Margery and Peter Spack,
a pair he had worked with previously at the Black Rep. These two pieces of
information presented challenges which seemed daunting at the time, as I had
previously never considered more than one theatre space or the extra element

Yoruba is a west African language, spoken in its modern form throughout modern-day Benin,
Togo, and parts of Nigeria. Linguists have estimated that native Yoruban speakers number about
50 million people., African Languages: an Introduction (London: Cambridge University Press,
2000).
1
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of projections during a design process. However, a talk with my mentor, JD
Madsen, served to assuage any fears.
JD urged me to consider a few meaningful questions as I moved forward:
what is the function and form of projections, and are they the source of magic?
What shapes make up Dontrell’s world? He also stressed to me an important rule
of designing with projections in mind; surfaces on which the images are projected
need not be smooth and white to be functional and effective. With these
considerations in mind, I read the play again and began digging further into the
script for explicit needs and storytelling information.
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CHAPTER TWO: PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS
2:0 Preliminary Research
After two subsequent read-throughs of the script, I composed a
breakdown of the play which made note of all scenes as written in chronological
order and the page numbers of the script for reference. I took note of locations,
both implicit and explicit, that tracked character movement through scenes,
which helped me determine the “needs” of the play. Needs will vary from script
to script, and in the case of Dontrell, they included such things as a place to sit
and lie down or the inclusion of water onstage. The list of locations revealed the
need for the characters to travel to many different places, including: Baltimore,
Dontrell’s bedroom, Robby’s car, the Baltimore National Aquarium, Erika’s
condo, a public swimming pool, the Jones’ living room, a beach shore, the open
ocean on a boat, and the deep blue sea itself.
The scene breakdown document served as a guide to help understand
the flow of events along with areas which the scenic design might advance
storytelling. The document became a developing reference throughout the
process. The document contained a column for scenery which remained empty; I
filled it in later as an understanding of individual pieces and their function in the
overall production progressed. I also made additional notes of contextual
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information, such as the inclusion of the Yoruba people and language, the slave
trade to the Americas, and Yemaya, goddess of the ocean.
I then collected many images for visual research to provide context on
locations, historical references, and conceptual ideas. I collated the images into
plates, each named with a broader research category helpful for design. My
plates included Historical, Cultural/Inspirational, Baltimore/Dontrell’s World,
Ocean Inspiration, and Texture/Color. These research plates served as effective
tools to convey an overall aesthetic idea to Ron in later meetings. The following
are my scenic breakdown document and research plates.
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CHAPTER TWO: PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS
2:1 Scenic Breakdown
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CHAPTER TWO: PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS
2:3 Design Previsualizations
Equipped with a knowledge of the play’s structure and needs, and
bolstered with visual research, I started generating rough pencil sketches to get
some ideas down on paper. The goal was to create iterations of different
approaches, in order to identify the strongest parts or elements that might work
in a finished design concept. I did not use a draft or drawing of the theatre at
the start, because at this phase in the process, the importance lay in the shapes
and forms under consideration. The realization that the design would be inside
of the proscenium sufficed as a guide. From separate conversations with Ron as
the director and JD as my mentor, I knew I wanted to create an emotional
representation of Dontrell’s world which could easily transit into and out of
specific locations and aid in the character’s navigation of his self-proclaimed
destiny. The scenery transitions needed to match the flow of the story,
fragmented and unpredictable as it was. While the locations were explicit and
grounded in realism, I sought their essence rather than their physical replication.
I went from rough pencil sketches in a notebook to more detailed digital
sketches in black and white on a brown neutral background to focus on essential
values within the composition. I pulled the most inspiring images and elements
from my research to incorporate into the sketches, such as the muted neutral
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color palette, abstracted representation of water in art, traditional Yoruba indigo
fabric, and the sweeping arc shape common to both slave vessels and Viking
ships. I was pleased with the initial digital sketches, which displayed a strong
synthesis of composition and simple lines. But they needed allowances for
actors moving through the space, and they required attention to surfaces used
for the projection element of the show. I continued altering and revising my
drawings until I felt my work proceeding in a strong design direction. I then
added color to produce a drawing worthy of presentation to my fellow design
team members. I did so during an impromptu video call on March 3, two days
before our first scheduled design meeting.
That meeting with the rest of my collaborators was, aside from meeting
with Ron, my first encounter with them. I discovered that I was the only member
of the team who had been actively designing thus far. I received positive
feedback from the team, and I came away with a list of questions and ideas from
their respective technical viewpoints to consider before our first design meeting.
For example, Ron was interested in the amount of acting space around the
scenery, and lighting designer Aja M. Jackson pointed out that moving the
valuable center space upstage towards the back of the theatre would be
beneficial for lighting the actors underneath the proscenium arch opening. The
whole team was curious about the use of the large fabric swath featured in the
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design, and whether it could be rigged to become a sail or manipulated by
actors. The projection designers wanted eventually to project water and
seascape imagery, and they emphasized that more projectable space would be
needed. Finally, Ron conveyed his vision for the moving pieces, including
scenery, furniture, or props, to have a nautical aesthetic quality. Water was, after
all, an integral element in the play.
In preparation for the first design meeting, I created a preliminary ground
plan, a document which laid out the architecture of the theatre, along with
scenic structures to be added on stage in scale with dimensions and notes. The
preliminary ground plan was to convey to the production team how the
theatrical space will accommodate scenery, furniture, props, actors, and
technicians. I rendered my drawing of the set again, placing the scenery more
clearly into the Howell Theatre, where our show would take place. The drawing
emphasized color and essence further. I then duplicated the drawing and added
an overlay of water, with simulated projections to convey how the scenery might
react under light and imagery.
At our first official design meeting, the responses from my team were
once again positive, and the discussion we had brought forth some interesting
elements to consider as I proceeded. Ron expressed the desire to bring the
production out into the theater house as much as possible, with actors coming
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through aisles and constant drumming and sounds of water surrounding the
audience. To what extent could the scenery do this as well? This production of
Dontrell was furthermore to feature more dancing than was present in previous
versions of the play, so the choreographer and director wanted to utilize the
dock idea in other ways, such as rocking, pivoting, or breaking apart. Last, the
projection team confirmed their desire to utilize front projection from the back
of the house, rather than rear projection, and Aja’s lighting design was to benefit
from the use of a cyc and scrim for lighting. These details and questions helped
to form the spatial boundaries of the scenery in the theatre and gave me a
direction to go for my next refinements of the design.
The biggest push from beginning ideas to final design took place in the
weeks after the first design meeting. A conversation with my mentor JD
encouraged me to make bold choices in color and texture, and to consider ways
to expand the scenery and bring in more of the life of Baltimore and the spirit of
the concept: the navigation of one’s destiny where the past and future meet. I
went back to the drawing board, literally, and gave more thought to Dontrell’s
world and the nature of two different times coming together in one place. It was
during a conversation with a fellow scenic design colleague that I came upon the
idea for the buildings of Baltimore, brick façades reminiscent of Baltimore row
houses, and their breaking away to reveal the blue indigo patterns of Yoruba
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fabric. The “past” underneath the “present,” was to push through and hold up
the world our characters inhabited. The red of the brick transmuted into sandy
plaster along a flowing organic line cutting the theatrical space in two, before it
revealed deep blue underneath, evoking both a shoreline and the sea. This new
idea felt true, so I created another set of renderings utilizing digital drawing and
Photoshop software to convey the scenic design changes.
The new direction of the scenic design provided more projection surface,
versatile acting spaces, and interesting visual texture. At each design meeting,
we continued to interrogate the efficacy of each design decision and its impact
on other areas of the production. The more established scenic design idea
marked a new phase in the process, wherein details and logistics started to
emerge, allowing me to transpose those into explicit paperwork and deliver it to
various members of my team.
Rather than continuing with physical or digital drawings of the scenic
design supplemented by ground plans, I decided to begin working on a 3D
model using Vectorworks software. Vectorworks allows designers to create
documents such as ground plans or technical building drafts, as well as 3D
models with textures and lighting inside of a virtual space. Building a 3D model
of my scenic design as conceived thus far allowed me to make more accurate
renderings of the space and use the model to generate my preliminary packet. I
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gave the design packet to the Technical Director, Joe Shelly for Dontrell, who
used it to generate a budget and make building plans for craftspeople in the
shops. The packet is also beneficial for lighting and projection team members
who need information about height of scenery pieces and placement of items
hanging on battens or over the stage space.
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CHAPTER TWO: PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS
2:5 Design Revisions

At this point in the process, the production team expanded to include
members such as the Technical Director, Production Manager, and occasionally
the Artistic Director. They had input about logistical items such as egress,
budget, and feasibility. While there are always numerous changes or tweaks that
occur throughout the entirety of a theatrical process, there were a few major
revisions of note for the scenic design of Dontrell.
The original idea for the hard flat border hanging inside the proscenium
was its function as a projection surface when brought to the stage floor, and for
it to stop in various places along that path. Conversely, the large sail fabric was
intended as more sculptural than functional; it was to have been manipulable in
small ways from the bottom of the fabric. In the third design meeting, we
decided to switch the functions of each piece in order to create more efficient
projection surface. The border flat was changed to remain stationary with crown
molding along the bottom edge to conform it with the building façades, and the
sail fabric morphed into a traveler curtain which maintained its sculptural quality.
The scenic design included two sets of stairs and a ramp directly off the
front of the Howell stage, which brought scenery closer to the audience, allowed
immediate access by actors, and continued the visual line across the stage and
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from the theatre floor up to the tops of the façades. An important rule of the
theatre we kept in mind was that of audience egress and safety. Fewer than
three feet of distance existed between the edge of the stairs and the first row of
audience seating. The Artistic and Marketing Directors gave the production
team permission to remove the first row of seats, which increased said distance
to six feet. I also revised the width of the stairs and ramp to allow the most
space on the theater floor.
An important element of the design was the dock, which consisted of
wood planking supported by semi-circle arcs (resembling the structure of a
boat), split into two sections. The larger portion of dock was stationary and
raked on a slight angle. The other portion was smaller and moveable, and the
director and choreographer wished for this moving dock to rock back and forth
on an axis. After meeting with Joe Shelly and the Production Manager about
technical requisites and preliminary budget, it became clear that any rocking
motion of the dock would be an expensive challenge. This challenge prompted
two revisions to the scenic design. The first was relatively simple: by switching
the crown molding in my specifications from carved wood to extruded foam,
there was quite a bit more money left in the budget. The second change
required some back and forth compromising between Joe and me about the
sub-structure of the dock. In order to fit caster wheels and potentially a hydraulic
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system hidden inside the dock and to provide stability to a top-heavy object,
there needed to be an enclosed portion at the bottom of the dock. I adjusted
the diameter of the arcs and the surface treatment of the wood to complement
the overall aesthetic, while also allowing the installation of necessary equipment,
hidden from the audience’s view.
Small revisions continued to become necessary when I exchanged emails
or video calls with my team members between design meetings, but by the time
of our sixth and final design meeting in May (before production meetings
started in the fall), I was very pleased with the direction the overall design was
going.
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CHAPTER TWO: PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS
2:7 Finalized Design
Due to the university schedule under which the production of Dontrell
was operating, we had a summer break in the middle of the process. That pause
prompted part of the reason I crafted a final design packet and made revisions
earlier in the process rather than closer to the start of production. In addition to
the necessary paperwork I generated, I also created a ¼” scale color model of
the scenery in Howell Theatre. A scale model is a helpful tool used in coordination with renderings that enables the design team to get a sense of the
final design inside the stage space.
The summer break before rehearsals started in the fall also gave the
opportunity for Ron Himes to use the model in his blocking for the show. It also
allowed Joe Shelly, the technical director, to start his own drafting which he
subsequently gave to the scene shop. I printed a packet for Joe, who
conveniently shared an office with me, and I delivered the model to Ron at the
Black Rep office in St. Louis.
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CHAPTER TWO: PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS
2:11 Properties
Early in the design process, Ron Himes communicated his desire for the
props and moving pieces of the show to carry a nautical theme, if possible. The
strongest choice for revealing marine influence emerged in wood and rope. The
wood motif of the dock reappeared in the seaside pilings both upstage and
downstage of the proscenium, so it was fitting to utilize wooden crates to carry
the theme further. Color scheme was also important to make a cohesive set of
props. Desaturated blues, neutral browns, and muted reds complemented other
areas of the set and were repeated in the crates and pilings used for chairs,
tables, and other items throughout the show.
We established the essential nature of the show was but partially rooted
in realism, so set dressing and props were minimal. I tracked the props specified
in the script (or which Ron added during the rehearsal process) in a spreadsheet
list which I supplied to the head of props Nathan Alexander. To supplement the
list, I also created an image book to coordinate with the spreadsheet, thus
providing image context and research to items that required purchase or
creation. I included larger items like the crates in both the props and scenic
paperwork, and Nathan and Joe decided between themselves how to distribute
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the work amongst the scene and prop shops. The following are the properties
list and image book for the show.
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2:12 Props List and Image Book
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CHAPTER THREE: PRODUCTION PROCESS
3:0 Production Work
Upon returning to school in the fall, we shifted to production meetings
rather than design meetings. The weekly production meetings on Fridays
allowed members of the whole team to provide individual updates per area and
to address any questions or concerns which arose during the week prior. I also
began meeting with Joe Shelly, the technical director, more frequently to
discuss budgetary apprehensions and to clarify any details during the build of
the scenery.
The major areas of the set which were implicated in high expenses
included the mechanism for the rocking motion, the steel under-structure of the
dock, and the boards for making brick façades. We tackled one problem at a
time, first by setting up a meeting with Ron Himes to discuss the dock. During
the meeting, Joe and the production manager laid out the budget, while Ron
and I discussed the aesthetic vision for the movement of the dock. We agreed
that the moment in the show which featured the dock’s movement should
merely utilize lighting and choreography to enhance the boat. That
enhancement provided the impact he wanted, so we ultimately decided to cut
the rocking capabilities of the dock. This change significantly simplified the
structure of the dock and eased the budgetary burdens. To keep the production
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budget further on track, Joe and I also considered alternative ways of achieving
the brick texture on the walls. I needed to find a solution which would allow for
3-dimensional bricks on the walls to keep with the original design. Joe for his
part needed something cheaper and easier to work with. After doing a test on
some scrap material in the scenic shop, we decided to forgo the use of heavy
board material in favor of lightweight and cheaper insulation foam. Joe cut the
foam on the CNC machine and the scenic artists distressed it with a heat gun,
which gave the beautiful texture I wanted. It also saved a large amount of
money to keep the show under budget.
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CHAPTER THREE: PRODUCTION PROCESS
3:1 Creating Paint Elevations
The final piece of design paperwork I created were the paint elevations.
Similar to how the design packet informs the technical director of the shape,
size, and specifics of scenic elements, the paint elevations act as a guide for the
scenic charge artist to paint, sculpt, and detail the finished scenery. I created
detailed color elevations for second-year graduate student Taylor WaltersRiggsbee, who served as paint charge for the show. I used Photoshop, my
drafted linework elevations, and the physical paint from the scale model as a
reference to put together the paint elevation packet. Taylor also received a
printed copy of the elevations which she used in the paint shop to match colors
and plan the finishing treatments of the scenery. In addition to printed paint
elevations, I also painted several samples of the various wood tones found in the
scenery to give to Taylor.
One element I did not have experience with from previous shows was the
inclusion of scenic stamps in the plans. I designed six pattern blocks to be used
in the Yoruba indigo arrangements on the walls and traveler sail, first making
them in Adobe Illustrator software as vector images, and then cutting them out
of craft foam on a laser cutter. The foam was mounted on wood blocks which
created handheld reusable stamps. I worked with Taylor to provide confirmation
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and approval as she found the right consistency of paint and pressure for the
stamp when used on wood and fabric. The following are the paint elevation
plates I provided to Taylor.
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CHAPTER THREE: PRODUCTION PROCESS
3:3 Rehearsals
While production was moving forward in the shops, rehearsals began
about one month before the show opened. I had the opportunity as the sole
design team member on campus at the time to give a design presentation to
the cast before their first reading of the script. I brought my research and
renderings, as well as the color model to that first reading, and the presentation
helped me to put our concept into words. It also served, I believe, as inspiration
to the cast as they sought to perceive the world they would immerse themselves
in onstage.
Most days at the end of the scene shop workday and before the
beginning of rehearsal, I went to the theatre to check-in with Ron Himes and
answer any questions or discuss any discoveries from previous rehearsals.
Through the rehearsal process, we made a few small changes to the props or
scenery before the load-in crew set everything onstage for tech week.
One of the discoveries made after load-in and a subsequent change I
effected concerned the vanity piece in Erika’s condo. I had originally planned for
a small vanity desk with an oval frame sans mirror for Erika to sit at, using a
wooden crate as a chair. After several rehearsals of moving the vanity on and
offstage, Ron asked me about not using the vanity at all and in its place creating
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the feeling of a vanity with wooden crates. We had already agreed to utilize the
crates as abstract furniture pieces, stacking and restacking them in different
places throughout the show. It thus made sense for the action to continue in the
scenes with Erika. This decision turned out to be a much stronger idea, since we
no longer interrupted the show’s dramatic flow with striking crates and replacing
it with piece of furniture which had no previous meaning.
Another noteworthy change was the addition of a dragon’s head on the
dock to evoke the idea of a Viking ship. In keeping with the minimalist aesthetic
of the show, we created the Viking ship onstage using the moveable dock unit
and outfitting it with a vertical pole and rope. The traveler fabric behind it lent
the feeling of a sail. It was then decided to bring in more Viking imagery than
was originally planned. I did a quick drawing of the dock with a dragon’s head
addition to show Ron, and I created drafting plans for the shop when he gave
me a confirmation. A foam piece was crafted and painted to be secured on the
boat using magnets for the final scene of the show.
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CHAPTER THREE: PRODUCTION PROCESS
3:4 Tech Week Rehearsals
After weeks of rehearsal and building in the shop, the load-in crew
brought scenery into the Howell Theatre for installation in preparation for tech
week. “Tech week” usually means the seven days or so during which the entire
cast, crew, and production team come together to work out timing, cues, and
finishing touches during repeated runs of the play. Tech week for Dontrell was
especially exciting for me, because it represented the first time all the designers
were physically in the same room together. Aja M. Jackson, the lighting
designer, Daryl Harris, the costume designer, Margery and Peter Spack, the
projection team, and Jackie Sharp, the sound designer, all arrived in Lincoln in
the days leading up to tech. Instead of production meetings, we met at the end
of each night to talk about pertinent information for the next day.
The tech process was nevertheless somewhat stilted, as lighting and
projections worked through technical difficulties and problems with scheduling.
However, from a scenic design standpoint the tech process was fairly smooth.
The scenic crew had completely finished their work, and after load-in all that
remained was finishing treatments and details throughout the week. Up to this
point in the process, I did not know what the content of projections would be,
nor how they might interact or contrast with the scenery. Until the crew built the
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projection media apparatus in the Howell’s balcony and the designers added
projections to the show later in the week, I gave notes to the head of props and
the scenic charge artist to finish or tweak details according to the original
design.
The design was not finished until opening night, so I knew I could
continue to give notes if small things needed to change as a result of the added
projections or their effect on the lighting. Because a university production
primarily deploys undergraduates as craftspeople, the most efficient method of
giving notes was through Teams software. Every night, I added digital tasks into
the appropriate locations for scenery, paint, and props, assigning them to
specific people at varying degrees of priority. This strategy allowed everything
to coalesce in one place and everyone on the whole production to see what
notes of improvement or change were required, effectuated, and dispatched
each day. The lighting and projections designers continued to adjust cues and
content through previews, and my final notes to paint and props were finished
for the final dress rehearsal. Dontrell, Who Kissed the Sea had a very successful
opening night on November 12, 2021. The following are the tech notes given
leading up to opening night, and production photos taken at final dress on
November 9.
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3:5 Tech Notes
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CHAPTER FIVE: ST. LOUIS BLACK REP PRODUCTION
5:0 Move to the Edison Theatre
The Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of Dontrell ran for eight
performances, and thereafter the crews carefully packed the scenery, props, and
costumes into a 16’ moving van. The Black Rep’s technical director drove the
van to St. Louis in preparation for the January 2022 re-mounting of the show.
Earlier in the process I had received a ground plan of the Edison Theater
at Washington University, where the Black Rep usually stages its shows. I placed
the scenery into the theatre drafting and made the necessary adjustments to
accommodate the change in theatre venue. The changes included moving black
fabric legs and borders, and widening the space by pushing the brick façade
walls further to stage right and stage left. This initial ground plan was sent to the
Black Rep’s projection and lighting designers to allow them to make their
respective changes as well.
In early December, I finalized the new ground plan and spoke with the
technical directors of the Edison Theater and the Black Rep about scenery
details. The Edison Theatre had a pit in front of the stage, and in order to allow
the stairs and ramp units to fit, we decided to lower the pit 8 inches down from
the theatre floor level. After passing on the drawings, my job as the scenic
designer was complete unless questions or concern arose during tech week for
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the Black Rep production. I made plans to stop in St. Louis to attend the first
tech rehearsal as I traveled back to Lincoln after the holidays, hoping to see the
scenery in the new venue and continue the collaboration with the production
team.
On the afternoon of January 7, however, I arrived in St. Louis to learn that
the administration of Washington University decided to postpone the Black Rep
production of Dontrell until July. It was a precautionary postponement, due to
the rising number of covid-19 cases in the St. Louis area. The news was
bittersweet, because the pandemic (which led to my appointment as scenic
designer for the production in the first place) had also taken away part of the
opportunity to see my design in St. Louis. Yet I remained hopeful that the show
will indeed make its St. Louis premiere in July as planned. I am thankful for the
successful show we did have, and if the Black Rep produces Dontrell, Who
Kissed the Sea in July 2022, it will be a bonus footnote added to my journey
during this production process.
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CHAPTER FIVE: ST. LOUIS BLACK REP PRODUCTION
5:1 Edison Theatre Paperwork
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CHAPTER SIX: REFLECTION
6:0 Reflection and Analysis
I thoroughly enjoyed looking back at the process of Dontrell from start to
finish (with the potential for more) while writing this thesis, because it is
sometimes difficult to remove the high-strung emotion and passion that occurs
while working so closely to a project in the theatre.
I am immensely proud of the work that the production team and I
produced, especially since it was my first full design process as a graduate
student working with a team of professional artists from across the country. This
project was a true culmination of all that I have learned in graduate school,
allowing me to use and to master difficult skills such as early concept drawings,
3D modeling, technical drafting, and scale modeling. The experience also
provided me with developing “soft skills” such as open communication,
problem-solving, and time management.
In reflecting on the entire process, I know there were moments when I
could have made different choices; there were also things I would change given
the opportunity again. Communication with Ron Himes was largely successful,
but the director was not the only member of my team. My communication with
each of them, and likewise their communication with me, was sometimes
deficient because each designer separately talked with Ron for a majority of the
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design process. When it came time for design meetings many things became
anecdotal responses to requests for updates. This was likely due to the scattered
nature and busy schedules of the design team, and the experience nonetheless
taught me to keep communicating and checking in with my fellow collaborators
for the length of the whole process. I think it is important to bring the idea with
me into future projects that conversations about design and concept do not
need to be and should not be finished just because production has begun. I was
so emotionally close to my own piece of the puzzle the whole time that I did not
step back and ensure I was supporting and interrogating my teammates’ pieces
as well.
I also think the experience of this process afforded me a lot of growth in
how I present myself as an artist, and how I stand by my ideas or designs. I am
usually quick to compromise in the interest of avoiding disagreements or
maintaining a positive working relationship. It was an enormous benefit to have
mentors who offered an outside perspective and guidance for how to navigate
tough conversations with my collaborators. When offered a challenging
viewpoint or situation, such as misunderstandings with fellow designers or trying
to uphold a request from the director when I do not understand it myself, it is
not always helpful to avoid the conflict. I am learning with every interaction that I
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am capable of being firm and standing in the power I have as a designer while
also upholding patience and strong artistry.
Through hard work and a little luck, all of the elements of Dontrell, Who
Kissed the Sea worked together in the end. I have yet to find anything so
satisfying as an artist than the feeling of coming together through true
collaboration to create a genuinely impactful experience for an audience.
Whether that is a catharsis, a delight, or the cause of reflection, it is the joy of
creating and sharing the creation with others which keeps me coming back. I
look forward to similar chances in the future, with each new production or
project, to strengthen my sensitivities as a designer and artist and continue
making beautiful and memorable experiences.

